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Download Guests can't ask for updates! School of Idle Wizards - zurab M. User will be in a world where there is magic and there are educational institutions, which teach magic sciences. One of these schools and will be managed by a player. In the process of passing, he needs to build new educational buildings, open
access to potions and spells, build dormitories for students, invite interesting characters, and participate in every way in the academic life. Successful activity will allow you to earn gold and spend it on useful things. Create the best wizard school ever! Become the greatest wizard in the world! Wizard Idle School is a
unique idle game, incremental idle clicker has classic idle gameplay in the School of Wizards! The magical idle gameplay is exciting! The game is inspired by a lot of magical stories and puts magic in the hands of gamers. You can become a school tycoon in your own master adventure! Expand, automate and boost
school construction with magic coins! Watch out for ingredients that can boil potions and help your journey. When you go outside and explore the magical world, the map will show details of the school such as dormitories, magic alley and classrooms. Take on the challenge and discover the best strategy and earn as
many magic coins as possible! - FEATURES School of Idle Wizards - ❖Automatic design to increase your idle income at the School of Wizards. ❖Get idle magic coins (especially in the Magic Shop), even if you are offline ❖ choose how to align wisely. Hiring witches and wizards to increase the motivation of your
students is a good choice. ❖ open new courses, dormitories, symbols, spells, potions and buildings as your students advance through the journey of the master school. ❖ students can attend various classes to learn magical skills such as casting spells and brewing potions from grass. ❖ Go on quests to make your
school masters a wonderful place Description: Idle Wizard School Wizards Assemble - a good graphics and addictive hint simulator in which players begin to build and develop a school for kids with magical skills. Players will open halls and classrooms, build sports fields and lecture halls, expand hostels for beginners
and more. Also, as managing director you have a lot of tasks and responsibilities. it is worth taking care of a friendly and professional teacher. By automating the process, you can save extra time on various important projects to improve the reputation of the school. Features : - Automate the building to increase the empty
wages at the school of masters. Get idle magic coins (especially in the Magic Shop) even when you're offline - choose how you want to climb wisely. Hire witches and wizards to increase student motivation. Unlock new courses, dormitories, symbols, spells, potions and buildings like yours and students can take different
courses to learn magical skills such as casting spells and brewing herbal potions. Do quests to make your school wizards a great place Now, app stores have a wide range of gaming genres with different ways of playing. There is no denying that idle games gradually dominate the market of players with attractive and
simple gameplay. When it comes to idle games, Hotel Empire Tycoon or Idle Shopping Mall are indispensable apps. In the same genre of the game, Idle Wizard School is a new game and gets a lot of positive comments from players. If you start getting excited, let me know about this game! First of all, what is an idle



game? Playing this game genre, you will start with something small. Then you have to find ways to update and develop it. You can earn virtual money (in the game) through the objects that the game offers from the beginning and use it to buy the best features. The important thing is how big and massive you can grow
your property. This game genre is moderately paced and slow. It doesn't push you like an action game, but it's not boring either. If you're a loyal Harry Potter fan, Idle Wizard School will be a very suitable game for you. With downtime and immersive gameplay, you'll experience a lot of new things at master's school. The
developer has based on various magical stories to compose the plot and gameplay of this game. You will turn into one of the students of the school of wizards and do amazing things. What could be better than experiencing a new and exciting world? Use coins to build and make your school of witchcraft more and more
developed. When you play Idle Wizard School, you'll get detailed instructions from the start, so you don't have to worry too much about the game. However, you should make sure your adventures run smoothly by paying attention to the potion crafting raw ingredients. In the school of idle wizards you can not only perform
simple tasks, but also independently explore the magical world or build classes and dormitories. Many other features are waiting for you. The story of the idle Wizard SchoolAs I mentioned above, idle Master School has simple gameplay and nothing Impressive. Its gameplay is similar to idle games of the same type. But
what makes this game so desirable? Possible transformation into a student student School of Witches is a long-held dream for Harry Potter fans. And idle School Wizard can eventually help you make that wish. This is one of the main factors that make this game more popular. Although idle games have similar gameplay,
you will enter into an endless cycle of making money on upgrades and then making money again. But each player can turn it into hundreds of different ways. Your growth rate will depend on which path you choose. The School of Idle Wizards allows you to build schools from scratch. You start with a small dormitory and
train station that brings students to school. Your most important task is quite simple; it is to improve the quality of teaching in each class so that students can be more interested in learning. If students learn better and faster, your school will become more and more popular. Aside from making more money, the system will
allow you to unlock new parts of the building. Here you can teach many other subjects. You could say that the gameplay of the school of idle wizards is similar to a cycle. You have to find ways to make money, think about investing in cash, and develop your school. In this game, students are illustrated with little
characters wearing pointed hats. They move randomly through classes and study with the teacher until the end of the class. They will then automatically pay you a fee and make room for other students. Unnecessary students in the classroom will be bored when the teacher is present. There are two possible scenarios:
wait your turn or switch to another class. In addition, you have to manage your hostel. The dormitory has a certain number of rooms at any given time. You have to clearly define the size of the hostel and upgrade it gradually. However, the hostel has the maximum level of renewal. For students to be able to attend
campus regularly, you must upgrade the length and speed of your student train. Each train will arrive in 15 seconds with five cabins. In total, your school will accept 80 new students every minute. First of all, you can update the following three main functions: class level: demonstrate the quality of teaching in your school.
Students will pay more if the grade level is higher. Teacher: You can see the number of classes going on at the same time as the teacher. For each class, you can hire a maximum of 5 teachers. If you have many teachers, they will help you reduce the number of students waiting in line. It also means that you make more
money every minute that passes. Salary: shows the speed with which the teacher works. Don't worry because you won't pay them so often through constant financial exhaustion. With an increase of 5%, will have to pay and increase their fictitious salary. If you pay them a lot of money, students will get a reduction in their
working hours. This will help you quickly pick up new students in one class hour, and your income will increase. If If Want to check the current situation, the system will show you a window with a lot of great value information. Here you learn: Current class level How many pennys a class earns per minute How much will
participants pay for each lesson? Number of teachers hired. From there, you will determine the number of classes that you have in time. Duration: How long each session lasts. Waiting in line: the number of extra students who do not have a place in the classroom and are waiting for their turnNature, the system will
surprise you when you reach certain landmarks (levels 25, 50, 100, etc.). The gift that the developer of this game gives you is a new image and text showing what you learn in your school. This feature is interesting and stimulates the curiosity of the player. Producers mostly relied on Harry Potter classes, but they still
belong to several other famous films. To discover them, you have to participate in the game. I will give an example that you will find interested in the fact that this is a class of pilots. This class uses the playground of quidditch. But in addition to the broomstick, students can drive many other flying objects. Of course, the
items are incredibly diverse, from flying cars, flying mats to a fan resembling Aang's stick in the blockbuster Avatar. Students can even walk past a small cloud, like in Dragon Ball. It's interesting. If you want to switch layers without using a map, click the arrows at the bottom. It won't be as hard as using a map. Normally,
you don't have to go where the class is on the map if you want to upgrade this class. All you have to do is touch the random layer. The system will show you the window and you use the arrow to go to the page you want. An outstanding feature of idle games is that you have to invest in making a profit actively. When you
have accumulated a certain amount in the school of idle masters, the system will tell you to start over. But it's not starting from scratch that you'll expand the school and many other industries. At this point, you may have to use your accumulated money. I know it will be incredibly annoying when I hear it. When I shattered
all my accumulated money, I also felt that I had lost everything and received nothing. Everything I tried to build was lost. But don't worry, every time you create something new, you get a very high return on it. Starting with this, you can build and accumulate what you have lost. You will need a lot of money to go to higher
levels. And without these features, you won't be able to access them. It sounds a bit funny, but you may be as old as Dumbledore by the time you unlock the final class if you don't build other schools. Trust me. I'm on the fifth assembly right now. In addition, Idle Wizard School has many other Waiting for you to
experience: Increase revenue by actively upgrading buildingsNet if you do do Playing the game, you can still get more students to school by unlocking a few classes, upgrading dormitories, reaching more characterMany witchcraft classes and potions of crafts waiting for students to explore The Complete Quests system
assigns you to make the magician classes even more interestingY you'll have four different shops on the right side of the bedroom. These stores often make money for you. Be sure to collect them regularly as they can bring in a lot of money. However, the player cannot upgrade or develop it himself in any way. But rest
assured, because they often bring you a stable and full income. Just be sure to collect them to keep your profits growing. The school of idle wizards, in turn, will assign you tasks. Naturally, the leading players are focused on completing each of these missions. They work quite clearly and give you detailed instructions.
You will know what you have to do, move on to a structure like that. Once completed, you will receive an amount corresponding to the complexity of the quest. Note that focusing on the task at hand is the most important thing. Every time a game asks you to upgrade one of your classes to a certain level, pay attention to
this quest. For example, your task changes and you need to cover a certain number of students at a certain time. You'll play for free, buying new content and upgrading all classes for optimal profit. Sometimes you will see a golden dragon waiting on the podium before entering the actual school grounds just above the
hostel. The dragon is called Mysterion. This often gives you reasonable suggestions. You need to make some simple tips to get a lot of money, usually will watch video ads. While it will take you time to choose, you will only need to spend ten seconds watching the ads. Then you get great gifts. See the ad to increase
your income. Over time, students will complete their courses and finish their studies. To keep the magic school active, you have to enroll new students. Upgrading the station will help you invite more students. From there, you can also earn more money and improve your income. The station will tell you how long it takes
the train to take students to your magical school. Each class will offer students different courses. Of course, tuition fees won't be exactly the same. Based on each course, students will have to pay a certain amount. If you build new classes, you will get more money because they are more expensive than the old classes.
In a magical school, your main source of profit is the training you earn from students. Building more layers will help you make more coins. Each new class will be than the old ones. The last class you can open is the best and most class of money. Let's focus on that. After moving to a new city, you will get an increased
income. But the condition is that you you enough coins. First, open the map view and click Touchez's Next Island. It will bring up an information page about the island for you to check out. This way you can customize and increase your income. Aside from the missions that the game assigns to you, your main goal is to
unlock all the cities. In general, the Idle Wizard School MOD APK has simple gameplay, but is extremely attractive for players. In particular, if someone is a fan of Harry Potter, he will be too interested in this game. You will experience the feeling of life in a magical world. During the launch of school witches can be a big
challenge, it will bring you a lot of fun and new things. When you follow the instructions given in the game, you will feel much more manageable. Hopefully through this review, you'll be ready to experience the idle Wizard of School. School. idle wizard school mod apk unlimited money and gems. download idle wizard
school mod apk unlimited money
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